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NONLINEAR MAPPINGS IN LOCALLY

CONVEX SPACESO

BY

TERRENCE S. McDERMOTT

Abstract. A notion of local linear approximation is defined for a nonlinear

mapping, /, defined on one locally convex linear topological space with values in

another. By use of this notion, theorems on the local solvability of the equation

y=f(x) and on the existence of a local inverse for /are obtained. The continuity and

linear approximability of the inverse are discussed. In addition, a relationship between

the notion of linear approximation used in the paper and the notion of Fréchet

differentiability is shown in the case the intervening spaces are Banach spaces.

In the ensuing discussion, we shall develop a notion of local linear approxima-

tion for nonlinear mappings between locally convex linear topological spaces. On

the basis of this notion, we shall obtain several mapping theorems, the funda-

mental one being Theorem 3. If / is a nonlinear mapping defined on an open

subset, N, of a locally convex space E with values in a locally convex space F, and

if, for convenience, Oe N and/(0) = 0, this theorem gives conditions for there to

exist a neighborhood U of 0 in E such that f(U) contains a neighborhood of 0 in

F. Our results are related to those of L. M. Graves [4] and R. G. Bartle [2], the

context of the discussion of Graves being Banach spaces, that of Bartle's work

being metric groups. The line of thought followed in the present article will be

pursued in a subsequent paper, where the problem of implicit functions will be

taken up. At that time, we will give an application to the problem of global

existence and uniqueness of solutions for a class of nonlinear Volterra integral

equations.

Throughout this article, the letters E and F will denote Hausdorff real locally

convex linear topological spaces, N an open subset of E and / a mapping from

N into F. If A is any absolutely convex (i.e. convex and balanced) set in E, the

seminorm associated with A, defined on the subspace EA of E generated by A,

will be denoted by || • \\A. That is, we have ||x||^ = inf {A>0 : xe XA} for all xeEA.

If A is bounded, || • \\A is a norm on EA. In particular, ||-?c || ̂  = 0 implies x = 0 in this
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case. If a > 0, EaA and EA are identical, and the relation

(i) MU = \IMU

holds for all x e EA. It is easy to verify that if U is any absolutely convex neighbor-

hood of 0 in E, then EAnU = EA.

Definition 1. A class á? of subsets of E shall be called a bounded covering for

E if the following three conditions hold :

(Cl) Each B e 38 is bounded and absolutely convex.

(C2) If B e 33, then XB e 38 for all real A ä 1.

(C3)  {JBe*B=E.
It is a simple matter to construct examples of bounded coverings for many familiar

spaces.

Example 1. Let F be a normed linear space, B0 the closed unit ball in E. 33 =

{AF0 : A > 0} is a bounded covering for E.

Example 2. Let E be arbitrary. For each xeE, define Bx={ye E : y = ax,

\a\ ^ 1}. 38 = {BX : x e E} is a bounded covering for E.

Example 3. Let F be the strict inductive limit of the sequence of real normed

spaces fjCfjCfjC .... if Bn is the closed unit ball in En, then 38 = {XBn : A>0,

n= 1, 2,...} is a bounded covering for E.

Definition 2. Let 38 be a bounded covering for E, and let x0 be an element of

TV. Suppose U is an absolutely convex neighborhood of 0 in F and 8 > 0 is a given

real number. A linear mapping L:E->F will be said to (8, ^-approximate / at

x0 on U if the following four conditions hold:

(Al) x0+U<=N.

(A2) L(B) is bounded in F for every Be 38.

(A3) (/-¿)(x0 + (T3 n U))^(f-L)x0 + FL<BnU) for all Be33.

(A4) For each Be38, ||(/-¿)x1-(/-¿)x2||í,(Bnm^S||x1-x2|BnC, for all xx and

x2 in xQ + (B r\ U).

We remark that condition (A3) is required primarily to ensure that the left-hand

side of the inequality in (A4) is defined. Our first result serves to relate this notion

of local linear approximation to that of Fréchet differentiability in the case that

the intervening spaces are Banach spaces.

Theorem 1. Let E and F be Banach spaces, x0 e TV. Suppose f is continuously

Fréchet differentiable on N, and that f'(x0) is onto F. Then, given any S>0 and any

neighborhood V ofO in E, there exists a neighborhood U ofO contained in V on which

f'(x0) (8, 38)-approximates f at x0, where 38 is the bounded covering of Example 1.

Proof. Denote /'(x0) by ¿. Since ¿ is continuous and onto F, it is an open

mapping. Consequently, there exists a>0 with ¿(aF0)=> A0 = {y e F : \\y\\ ̂  1}. Let

8' = S/a. Since / is continuously differentiable, we have (see (8.6.2) of [3]) that

\\f(xi)—f(x2)—L(xi — x2)\\^S'\\xi — x2\\ for all x± and x2 in a sufficiently small
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ball, say x0+ßB0, about x0. In Definition 2, let U=ßB0. It is clear then that (Al),

(A2), and (A3) are satisfied. To obtain (A4), we write

(l/«)ll/(*i) -f(x2)-L(x1 - x2)||L(So) = Wfixj) -f(x2)-L(x1-x2)\\L(<xBo)

^ \\f(x1)-f(x2)-L(x1-x2)\\Ao

= l|/(*i)-/(*2)-£(*i-*2)|

^ S'||x1-x2|Bo.

Consequently,

\\f(xi)-f(x2)-L(x1-x2)\\L(Bo) è cc8'\\x1-x2\\Bo = S||jCi-Xa||Bo-

Given any B=XB0 e88, we have Un B = XBQ or ßB0. But for any real n>0, we

obtain from the last inequality that

ll/(*l)-/(*2)-£(*l-*2)|U<;,Bo>   =   Slkl-^2|Us0-

Hence, (A4) is satisfied.    |

We now proceed to obtain a useful characterization of the injective property for

a linear map L: 7i-> F.

Theorem 2. A linear map L: E —> F is injective if and only if there exists a positive

number m>0 such that for every absolutely convex, bounded set B<^E,

(2) \\L(xl-x2)\\L(B} ^ m-Wxi-XzWn

for all x, and x2 in B. If L is injective, then m may be taken equal to 1, and the

inequality becomes an equality.

Proof. Suppose L is injective. Let B he any absolutely convex, bounded set in

E, and suppose x1 and x2 are in B. Then

\\L(x1-x2)\\L(m = inf {A > 0 : L(x1-x2) e XL(B)}

= inf {A > 0 : Xi-x2eXB} = H^-XaUs,

using the linearity of L. Taking m= 1, we have (2). Now assume the condition of

the theorem satisfied. Pick x1 and x2 in E, and suppose Lx1=Lx2. If x1^x2, let

B={X(x1— x2) : |A|S> 1}. This set, B, is absolutely convex and bounded. We have,

then, 0=\\L(x1—x2)\\L(m^m\\x1 — x2\\B = m>0, a contradiction. Hence, *i = jc2,

and therefore L is injective.

We recall that if M<=E is a closed subspace of E, then E/M is a Hausdorff,

locally convex, linear topological space whose topology is comprised of all sets

W<=E/M such that v~x(W) is open in E, where v is the natural homomorphism of

E onto E/M. Since v is then not only linear but continuous as well, a bounded

covering 88 for E is taken by v into a bounded covering 88'= {v(B) : Be88} for

E/M. Given an absolutely convex, bounded set B in E, our next result relates the

norm || • ||V(B) defined on (E/M)HB) to || • ||B defined on 7sb. By abuse of notation,
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we shall use the same symbol, |, to denote a generic element of E/M, whether

considered as an element of that vector space or as a subset of E.

In this setting, we have

Lemma 1. For every f e (E/M)vim, we have the relation

IlfII»(B) = inf{||x||B : xe|nFB},

where B is any absolutely convex, bounded set in E.

Proof.

||f||v(B) = inf{A >0: ÇeXv(B)}

= inf {A > 0 : £ev(\B)}

= inf {A > 0 : 3x e XB with v(x) - 1}

= inf {A > 0 : XBr\ £, # 0}.

Let K={\\x\\B : xeEBn |}. Clearly ||f ||v(B)^inf K. On the other hand, if ||x||B e K,

then for any real number y>||x||B, xeyT3n|. Hence, all such y lie in

{A>0 : XB n f / 0}, and thus |f|,w£ ||x||B. But then, |||||v(B) = inf K.    |

We are now ready to prove a mapping theorem basic for our later work. The

proof employs the notion of quotient space in a manner suggested by the proof

(due to H. A. Antosiewicz [1]) of a similar result in the case the intervening spaces

are Banach spaces.

Theorem 3. Suppose E is sequentially complete and that 38 is a bounded covering

for E. Let N be a neighborhood of the origin in E, and assume f: N -> F¿s continuous

on N and that /(0) = 0. If for some 8, 0 < 8 < 1, there is an open linear map L of E

onto F, having a closed null space, which (8, ^-approximates f at 0 e F, then there

exists an absolutely convex neighborhood UofO in N such that f(U) contains an

absolutely convex neighborhood V ofOeF. In fact, V=L(((l—k)/4)U), where

k = 28/(l + 8).

Proof. Denote the null space of ¿ by M. Since M is closed, E/M is a Hausdorff

locally convex space as discussed above. We have the usual commuting diagram:

E -£-► F

\/t

E/M

It is easily verified that, since L is open and v continuous, T is open, as well as onto

F. T, of course, is also injective. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 e F on which ¿

(8, ^-approximates/at 0, and define ¿ = 28/(1 + 8). Set V=L(((l -k)/4)U). Since

¿ is linear and open, V is an absolutely convex neighborhood of 0 in F. Let y0 be
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an element of V, and set £0 = 0 e E/M, x0 = 0 e E. Define

& = fo-F-1(/(x0)-y0).

Choose Xi in ((1— k)/4)U with ¿Xi=y0, and find fief such that xx e FB and

H-^illsntraCl — ̂)/4. It follows that £i is in (E/M)v<BnUy We may assume without

loss of generality that

\\Xi—x0\\Bnu = (2 — k)\\çi — ço||v(b ni/)-

This follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that k<l. Employing Theorem 2 in

conjunction with the bijectivity of T, we have

lili- ?o||»(Bi-it/) =   || F     (yo) || KB n (7)

= boiront/) = llyollwBoci) ^ (i-*)/4 < (i-k)/2,

and, keeping in mind that k<\,

|*i-JColUr.tr ̂ (2-k)Ui-£0\Unm Ú (2-k)((l-k)/4) < (l-k)/2.

Now, suppose x0, xu ..., xn and f0> fi» • ■ •, ?« have been found satisfying

(a,j) îi-ii-x-T-Hfto-à-yà
(b,j) v(x)) = èl = T-xLxi,

(c,j) |x;.-xJ--1||Bn[7^(2-/c)|||J-^_1||v(Bnl7),

(d,j)    Ui-êf-ilœr.U^k'-'Ui-tol^u),
(e,T)  ||xi||Bnü<i(l-Ä:)(l+Ä: + /:2+..-+Ä:i-1)<l

for all _/" = 1, 2,..., n.

We then define fn + 1 in accordance with (a, n+1) and obtain, using (b, n),

(b, n—1) and (a, n),

(3) {n + i-L = T- X((L -f)xn - (L -f)xn _ i).

But xn and xrt_! are in B n Í7 by virtue of (e, n) and (e, n— 1). The property (A3)

of Definition 2, ensures that the right-hand side of equation (3) is in (E/M)vtBnU).

Consequently, fn + 1 e(E/M)v(BnU). Using (3), Theorem 2 and condition (A4), we

obtain from (c, n) that

II fen + 1      inWvCBnU)  =   °||*n — xn- 1IIBnU

Ú (k/(2-k))(2-k)\\L-L-ihœnm = kUn-Çn_i\\HBnm,

which yields (d, n+1). There exists xn + 1 satisfying both (b, n+1) and (c, n+1).

Indeed, there exists

Xn + l 6 FBnU Cl (çn+i —Sn)

with |K+i||Bnt7^(2-fc)||fn + i-|n||v(Br.t7), according to Lemma 1. Let

*n + i=*n + *n + i- Then xn + 1 e fn + 1, and ||xn + 1-xJSnC7 = \\x'n + i\\BnU, which gives

(b, n + 1) and (c, n + 1).
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We establish (e, n+ï) through the inequalities already established:

n+X

ll-^n + l ||snC7  =    ¿L,   \Xj — -^y — 1 ||s r\U

SP-*)"|f|f,-fi.i|K.ftir)

S(2-*)"^**-l|íi-ío|^in
1=1

^(2-/c)(i^)2^-1<i^   2*.

Thus, we have inductively defined the sequences {xn} and {£„} satisfying the proper-

ties (a,j) through (e,y) for all integers/ä 1. Using (c,j) and (d,j), it is easy to

see that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm || ■ \\BnU. But the fact

that B n U is bounded in E implies that {xn} is then also a Cauchy sequence with

respect to the topology of E. Since E is sequentially complete, {xn} converges to

some point x* in E. x* may not be in B, but it must lie in U. In fact, this is seen

from the inequalities

||*   ¡¡J  =   ||*   — *n||t/ + Il*n||c7  =   ||*   — *n||[7+ ||*n||Bn£7,

which hold for all «ä 1, by employing the inequalities (e,j) and the fact that {xn}

converges in E to x*. That f(x*)=y0 follows by letting n tend to infinity in

fc+i = tn-T-iCftxJ-yo),

keeping in mind that f„ = K*n) converges to v(x) and that T'1 and / are

continuous.

Before continuing, we make the following observations:

Remark 1. The assumption of continuity for/ while concise, is stronger than

necessary. It suffices to ask only that/be "sequentially continuous" in the sense

that xn -> x implies f(xn) ->/(*) for all sequences {xn} in TV converging to a point

in TV.

Remark 2. In the proof, we note for later reference, once the set Be 38 is chosen

such that \x1\BnU-¿(\—k)/4, the entire sequence {xn} lies in B n U, and its limit,

x*, will lie in Bif B is closed under sequential limits.

Corollary 3.1. 77ze theorem remains true when in the hypotheses of the theorem

the origin, 0, in E is replaced by an arbitrary element, x0, of E. In this case, the

conclusion takes the form : there exists an absolutely convex neighborhood U of 0

in E such that x0+U<=N, and f(x0+U)=>f(x0)+V, where V=L(((l-k)/4)U),

k = 28/(\ +5). The assumption/(0) = 0 should be omitted.

Proof. Apply the theorem to the map g(x)=f(x0 + x)—f(x0). The details are a

straightforward verification that g satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
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Definition 3. Let 38 be a bounded covering for E. If for each pair of points

x± and x2 in E there exists a B e 38 with both x^eB and x2 e B, then we say 88 is

pair-containing.

The condition that a bounded covering be pair-containing is not particularly

strong, though it is not always satisfied, as the covering in Example 2 shows in the

extreme.

Definition 4. A subset A of 7i is said to be sequentially closed if, for each

sequence {xn} contained in A and convergent in E to a point x of E, the point x

is in A.

Corollary 3.2. If, in addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 3.1, we assume

that 88 is pair-containing and L is injective, then for each y ef(x0) + V there exists

a unique x e x0+ U with y=f(x), U and V as in Corollary 3.1.

Proof. That at least one x exists with y=f(x) is a consequence of Corollary 3.1.

Suppose xx and x2 are in Uandf(x0 + x1)=f(xQ + x2) ef(x0)+ V. Find Be38 with

Xx e B and x2 e B. We have then, using Theorem 2,

8|*i-*2lUntz ä ¡f(xQ + x1)-f(x0 + x2)-L(x1-x2)\\ L(BnV)

= \\L(xi— x2)\\ ¿(gnU) = ||xi — x2\\BriU.

But, since S<1, we have ||xi-x2||Bnc7=0. Since B n U is bounded, this implies

x± = x2.

Definition 5. We shall say /: N^* F is smooth at x e N if there exists a base

¿Vx of absolutely convex neighborhoods of 0 in E such that for each U e Jfx, there

is a linear map Lv: E-> F, a bounded covering 88u for E and a hu, 0<8U< 1, such

that Lu (Su, ^^-approximates / at x on U. When/is smooth at every x e TV, we

shall say /is smooth on TV. If /is smooth on TV and all the maps Lu are open,

onto F, and have closed null space, we shall say/is strongly smooth on TV.

Theorem 4. Suppose E is sequentially complete, andfi. N ^» F is continuous. Iff

is strongly smooth on TV, then f is an open map.

Proof. Let K<= TV be an open set. Choose xeK. The fact that / is strongly

smooth allows us to apply Corollary 3.1 to find an absolutely convex neighborhood

U with x+ £/<= AT such that/(x+ U) covers a neighborhood off(x). But/(x+ £/)<=

f(K). Hence, f(x) is interior to f(K). Since x was a general element of K, f(K) is,

therefore, open.

Theorem 5. Suppose E is sequentially complete, andf:N—*-F is continuous.

Assume f is strongly smooth on TV, and (using the notation of Definition 5) that for

some x' e TV, there is a U' in jY~x, such that Lv- is injective and 38V' is pair-containing.

Then, there exists an absolutely convex neighborhood U of 0 in E such that V=

f(x'+U) is open in F and f has a continuous inverse defined on V with values in

x'+U.
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Proof. Since fis continuous, there is an absolutely convex neighborhood U" of

0 in F such that f(x' +U")cf(x')+Lu.((l-ku,)U'/4), where ku. = 28w/(l + 8u.).

Let U= U' n U". Then V=f(x'+ U) is open (by Theorem 4) and is a subset of

f(x')+Lu.((l—ku)U'/4). According to Corollary 3.2, we have that for each

y ef(x'+U), there is a unique xe x'+U' with y=f(x). But, noting that x'+ £/<=

x'+ U', we see that, in fact, xex' +U. Hence, there is an inverse mapping for/

defined on V with values in x' + U. Since / is an open mapping on TV (and con-

sequently on x'+ U), the inverse is continuous on V.

We remark that Corollary 3.2 implies the existence of a unique right inverse g

forf\Xo+u defined on f(x0) + V with values in x0+U. That is,/(g(y))=y for all

y in f(x0)+V, and g(y)e x0+U. The inverse function of Theorem 5 is just a

restriction of the appropriate right inverse constructed from Corollary 3.2. In any

case, the right inverse g mentioned above is (jS, ¿/)-approximable at f(x0) for an

appropriate choice of a bounded covering sé for F and of a number ß > 0. In this

regard, we have

Theorem 6. Let the hypotheses and notation of Corollary 3.2 be assumed. Then,

there is a unique right inverse g for f\Xo + u mapping f(x0) + V into x0+U. Further-

more, L~x: F—*- E (ß, sé)-approximates g at f(x0) on V, where sé={L(B) : B e 38}

andß = 8/(1 — S),providing each Be33 is sequentially closed.

Proof. The existence of g is clear, as remarked above. That sé is a bounded

covering for Fis a routine verification. Taking N=f(x0)+ V, the conditions (Al)

and (A2) of Definition 2 are seen to be satisfied for g. For condition (A3), we need

to show

(4) (g-L-x)(f(x0) + (A n V)) <= (g-L-i)(f(x0)) + EL->iAnV)

for each A esé. Let h(y)=g(y+f(xa))-g(f(x0))=g(y+f(x0))-x0. Then (4) is

equivalent to

(5) (h-L-x)(AnV)cz EL-hAnVl.

To show (5), we note (h-L~x)(A n V)<=h(A n V)-L~X(A n V). The only

difficulty is in the first term on the right. Let A esé and A=L(B'). Set B=

(4/(1 -k))B'. If ye An V, then y e L((l -k)B/4 n (1 -k)U/4), using the fact that

Lis injective. Hence,L~x(y)e (l—k)(B n U)/4 and, consequently, ||F_1(j)||Brit/^

(1— k)/4. We now observe that h(y) coincides with the unique right inverse, t~\

mapping V into U, for the map t defined by ?(x)=/(x0 + x)—/(x0). But following

the construction of Theorem 3, t~x(y) is the limit of the sequence x0 = 0, xn + 1(y) =

xn(y)-L-x(t(xn(y))-y). Thus 1x^)1^^= ||¿-1(y)||Bnü^(l-A:)/4. It follows

from Remark 2 that x = n(y) e B n U. Hence,

h(A n V) <= B nu ^ (4/(1 -k))(B n U)C c FB.n[/

= FB,r,(l-£)t//4 = FL-iMn7).

Thus, n(/4 n V)-L~X(A n Cjc^-i^y,, and (5) is established. To obtain the
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inequality for g corresponding to condition (A4), it suffices to show that for every

Aesi,

(6) \\h(y1)-h(y2)-L-1(y1-y2)\\L-HAnv) Ú j8||>-i-^|Unv

for all ji, y2 in A n V. From the remarks following (5), we see that h(yx) and

h(y2) are in B n U, B as above for a given A. Since L (S, ^-approximates / at x0

on U, we have, using the bijectivity of L through Theorem 2,

\\yi-y2-E(h(y1)-h(y2))\\L(BnU)

¿k HL(h(yi)-h(y2))\\UBr,m

á SIL(h(y-f) - h(y2)) - (yx -y2) \\ LiBnU) + S || y, -y2 \\ UBnm.

Hence,

(l-8)\\L(h(y1)-h(y2))-(yl-y2)\\LiBnu) = ^¡yi-yzWuBnu)

or using Theorem 2 again,

\\h(y1)-h(y2)-L-1(y1-y2)\\Bnü £ WQ-*»\yx-yt\u*nuy

But 77 n U=(4/(l -k))L-\A n V), and hence

\\h(y1)-h(y2)-L-1(y1-y2)\\L-hAnV) í iS/(l-S))\\y1-y2\\AnV.

Since ß= 8/(1 — 8), we are finished.
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